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3G 时代，中国移动承担了建设自主知识产权的 TD-SCDMA 移动网络的使命。为
迎接新市场的挑战，福建移动提出了运维流程再造的工作要求，以期推动福建










































With the final reorganization of the 3G business of China, the situation of the 
market competition between the telecommunication operators changed dramatically. 
As the leading player of the telecommunication services in China market, CMCC is 
in the developing phase of 3G services construction. During the development and 
roll-out of the 3G services, CMCC undertakes the task of building the TD-SCDMA 
network intellectual property which might threaten their market dominant. To meet 
emerging challenges, FJMCC put forward a BPR project, with the aim of improving 
the services of CMCC from the best to excellent. Therefore, CMCC is able to 
successfully switch her leading position in the 2G to 3G market.  
In the first part of the article, the background information for the market 
competition and the urgency of operation process reformation of CMCC were 
introduced. Followed by the necessity discussion on the reformation of complaints 
handling process, the author initiated the research design and method. Then, the 
theory of operation process reformation learned from the MBA course was reviewed, 
with the brief introduction of the ideas in the process reformation. Basing on the 
knowledge mentioned above and the seven principles and six steps of BPR, this 
article examines the previous complaints handling procedure of FJMCC through 
analyzing the case study. The article focuses on the existed problems such as time 
consuming and non value-added activities during the procedure, and identifies the 
areas needed to be modified. Pre and post modified procedure are compared with 
data analysis.  
       FJMCC has achieved remarkable improvement after the process 















hours to 4 hours. The rate of promptly problem resolving also increases from less 
than 30% to above 85%, which is higher than the normal range 60% among all the 
telecommunication operators. The optimized procedure and the application of 
automation and information technology reduced the administration works of the 
staff in maintenance department and strengthen the maintenance management. We 
hope that the research can provide relevant references to the reformation of 
complaints handling procedure for telecommunication operators both in practical 
and theoretical aspects. 
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